
By biting into these Bobby Wings, you acknowledge you are about to try some of the 
hottest wings on the planet, and the sauce is generally considered to be better for 
stripping paint than for consuming. By eating these extremely spicy wings you agree 
and understand and agree that WINGS Restaurants cannot be held responsible 
for any of the symptoms or repercussions that may result from eating these wings 
including breathing fire, profuse sweating, steam emanating from your ears, loss of 
use of your tongue, burning lips, burning fingers, burning nostrils (or just burning all 
over), watery eyes, sweaty palms, dizziness, nausea and coughing.

By signing below, you acknowledge you are ready to take part and participate in 
our BOBBY WING CHALLENGE and are brave enough to try them and suffer the 
consequences. You also recognize that food might taste bland and disappointing 
after trying these wings.

I hereby voluntarily agree to release and waive, the restaurant, its owners, employees 
and agents from any and all claims, liability, or losses for bodily injury which may 
arise, directly or indirectly, out of consumption of the Bobby Wings.

DON’T FORGET, THE BEST WINGS BURN TWICE!

BOBBY WING RELEASE FORM

Guest Name (print):

Email:

Guest Signature:

Phone Number:

By biting into these Bobby Wings, you acknowledge you are about 
to try some of the hottest wings on the planet, and the sauce 
is generally considered to be better for stripping paint than for 
consuming. By eating these extremely spicy wings you agree and 
understand and agree that WINGS Restaurants cannot be held 
responsible for any of the symptoms or repercussions that may 
result from eating these wings including breathing fire, profuse 
sweating, steam emanating from your ears, loss of use of your 
tongue, burning lips, burning fingers, burning nostrils (or just 
burning all over), watery eyes, sweaty palms, dizziness, nausea and 
coughing.
 
By signing, you acknowledge you are ready to take part and 
participate in our BOBBY WING CHALLENGE and are brave enough 
to try them and suffer the consequences. You also recognize that 
food might taste bland and disappointing after trying these wings.
 
I hereby voluntarily agree to release and waive, the restaurant, its 
owners, employees and agents from any and all claims, liability, or 
losses for bodily injury which may arise, directly or indirectly, out of 
consumption of the Bobby Wings.

 
DON’T FORGET, THE BEST WINGS BURN TWICE!


